
Com4Green Keeping Supply Chain Logistics
Environmentally Friendly
Com4Green’s Green Logistics Network
will be attending Transport Logistic held
in Munich, Germany May 09-12, 2017

FRANKFURT, GERMANY, April 24, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Com4Green, a
global network of logistics companies
sharing the vision of sustainable
environmentally friendly cargo
transportation and supply chain
management, will be attending Transport
Logistic held in Munich, Germany May
09-12, 2017. Transport Logistic is the
world's leading trade fair for logistics, mobility, IT, and supply chain management.  

Com4Green has formed the first Global Green Logistics Network that integrates Supply Chain Cloud
Technology with Sustainable Environmentally Friendly Logistics.   Com4Green’s Green Logistics
Network creates a positive ecological business culture with the highest priority on avoiding pollution
and protecting the natural resources.

Com4green believes organizations have a social responsibility to promote our planet’s well-being by
incorporating green business practices into how their products are transported. Transportation is a
major contributor in global climate change.  Green Logistics involves effective and efficient equipment
utilization, changes in modes of transportation toward carbon-neutral shipping options, and making
better environmentally responsible choices. Using Com4Green's Green Logistics Carbon-Emission
Modeling powered by Freightgate, shippers and logistics providers will be able to generate different
rate and routing scenarios that compare operational, financial and environmental impact of their
supply chain in real-time.

Com4Green is seeking GREEN LOGISTICS EXPERTS to join their global community providing the
best environmentally-friendly transport alternative and handling in each airports and ports around the
globe.

Meet Com4Green at the Transport Logistic held in Munich, Germany starting on 09th May, 2017.
Transport Logistic is the world's leading trade fair for logistics, mobility, IT, and supply chain
management.  To schedule a meeting, please complete form at:
http://com4green.net/company/contact/  or call Werner Eyhorn Com4Green CEO at +49 151
54440544 (Germany).   Join the vision Com4Green shares and be a part of something bigger – a
green future. 

About Com4Green  -  Green Logistics Network
Unlike other Freight Forwarding Groups we are committed to build a sustainable alternative to
traditional transportation with members around the globe representing the local experts in a given
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vertical that have similar values and want to ensure our world is taken into account. “Do the right thing
– ship the right way – Com4Green Logistics” Visit Com4Green Green Logistics Network at
http://www.com4green.com

Werner Eyhorn
Com4Green
+49 151 54440544
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